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 Who are we? 

 Elements of spoken language (5+1)

 Define “Low oral language skill”

 Normal Curve = Continuum      

 Language Triad

 Number Sense  Math anxiety  

 What’s different about math?

 Sample Problems: Potential Roadblocks?

 Solution Strategies: Productive?

 Pedagogy?

 Readings: Discussion & Questions

Today’s Agenda…
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“The difficulty with defining the term problem is that 
problem solving is relative. The same tasks that call for 
significant efforts from some students may well be routine 
exercise for others, and answering them may just be a 
matter of recall for a given mathematician. Thus being a 
“problem” is not a property inherent in a mathematical 
task. Rather, it is a particular relationship between the 
individual and the task that makes the task a problem for 
that person.” 

A. H. Schoenfeld
Mathematical Problem Solving
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Through our own lenses…
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What is “Language”?

 Think “meta” about your language…
 Elements of spoken language + 1

 Continuum of spoken language skill:
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The Language Triad

(Gruenewald & Pollak - 1990)
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 Teacher language: the language teachers use 
during structured academic lessons & in the 
classroom environment

 Student language: the child’s inherent ability to 
process and use language effectively

 Curriculum language: the language used in the 
school’s curriculum which interacts heavily with 
student and teacher language

 Access to the curriculum

Definitions

8
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 1 Count per Object

 Don’t Count an Object Twice

 The Order You Count Objects Doesn’t 
Matter

 Cardinality Principle

 Abstract Representation of Quantity

 Count-On Principle

 It’s All Relative…

Cognitive Development:
Number Sense
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Number Sense  Formal Education

(Griffin – 2003)

21

Number Sense  Formal Math

4 + 3 + 5 = ___ + 3
Mathematical Equivalence:

(Mainela-Arnold, Alibali, Ryan, & Evans 
– 2011, LSHSS) - 2011

4 + 3 = ___ 

Variable “X”

22
Math Anxiety ?
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What’s different (or difficult) about the 
language of math?

Language Patterns:
 Word Forms: Phonological & Graphemic

 Word Forms: Morphology

 Semantics

 Complex sentence (syntax)

 Discourse

23

Phonological and Graphemic Forms

 1 – 10 Arbitrary semantic labels

 Beyond 10…

13

twelve

31

eleven

24

thirty

Morphosyntactic Forms

Mandarin Chinese 
Count System

More about cross-linguistic 
variation and language 

patterns later…

(Miura, 2001)
25

Transparent patterns!
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 Examples of lexical items shared by math and non-math 
semantic domains, but with different meanings:

Depth of Semantic Knowledge

volume:

26

quarter

third

“some” vs. “sum”

If…then…

degree

times

left square root

 …process and comprehend the linguistic message

 … access background knowledge: relationships 
between sets

 … determine the underlying problem 
schema/structure/pattern

 … select a productive solution strategy

 …calculate

Mayer, 2003
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To solve a math word problem successfully 
a student must…

Sammy got 8 Butterfinger candy bars when 
he went trick-or-treating. He doesn’t like 
Butterfinger bars so he gave 3 bars to his 
sister and 4 to his brother. How many 
Butterfinger bars does he have left? 
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Math Discourse Schemas
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Math Discourse Schemas

Giraffe ate 8 strawberries. He ate 2 fewer 
strawberries than Dinosaur. How many 
strawberries did Dinosaur eat?

Giraffe and Dinosaur love to eat 
strawberries for lunch. You need to figure 
out how many strawberries Dinosaur ate.  
Giraffe ate 8 strawberries. Dinosaur ate 2 
more strawberries than Giraffe ate. How 
many strawberries did Dinosaur eat? 27

Error Strategies for Some Students 
with Low Oral Language 

Given Number Errors (“Number Pickers”)

“Fewer than”  “Zero”

Default: Write a number sentence

Default: Always add

Equivalence problems: 5 + 3 = ______ + 2

31

 Background knowledge (opportunities to learn)
 Attention and Focus
 Food Insecurity
 Sleep and family routines
 Hidden curriculum
 Self-regulation skills
 Self-awareness
 Comprehension monitoring
 Other factors? 

1

Other factors?
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 Direct Instruction: Dose & Frequency matters for 
students with low oral language skills (ASHA 

presentation: Ukrainetz, Proctor-Williams, 
Baumann, Allen, Hoffman, & Justice, 2008)

 Manipulatives & Visuals?

 Peer tutoring

 Think Alouds =  Teacher models “math talk” 
students practice math talk

Pedagogy…Ideas for teaching toolbox?

33

 Students with language impairment aren’t 
always aware that they aren’t comprehending

 First, we need a window into what they are 
thinking

 ID their non-productive strategies and why
 Manipulatives

 Model  Scaffold Think Alouds

Think Alouds
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 How would you describe this "situation" in 
your own way/words?

 What does a picture of the problem in your 
head look like?

 Can you draw a picture/model that shows 
the "situation"

1

Think Alouds
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 Vygotskian Scaffolding
 Zone of Proximal Development 

 Shifting responsibility (Other  Self-regulation)
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Pedagogy…Ideas for teaching toolbox?

 Shift of responsibility from teacher/SLP to 
student

 Other-directed  Self-directed

 Requires comprehension monitoring:

 Did I understand?

 Requires self-advocacy skills:

 How can I get help if I don’t understand? 

Self-Regulated Learning

56

 We don’t have to work alone…

 The power of collaboration and shared knowledge

 Silo-ed Knowledge vs. New Insights 
 Math + Language = Integrated Learning                         

Collaboration

60
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Sample Problems?

Readings  Discussion
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Practice & Research Evidence

samelsvm@uwec.edu


